Penn, Princeton Debate Tonight

The Pennsylvania-Princeton debate tonight at 7:30 in the auditorium of the historical building was decided upon by the Student Debating Association of the University and the Princeton University Debating Society.

Several students have been invited to debate for the Pennsylvania debating team. The debate on the subject of "The President of the Board of Governors or the Secretary of the Board of Governors?" will be held in the following sequence: 1) Opening speeches, 2) Closing speeches.

The debate will be judged by a panel of judges consisting of members of the faculty. The debate will be sponsored by the Student Debating Association.

Military Ball To Feature Beneke, Gordon Bands At Broadwood Hotel

Crowning of Queen at 1:00 a.m. Highlights Dance; Radio Program Will Be Broadcast at Midnight

The orchestra of Tex Beneke and Chuck Gordon will provide the music for the annual Military Ball, Friday night, in the South Gold Room of the Broadwood Hotel.

One of the features of the dance, the selection of the winner of the queen contest, will take place at 5:00 p.m. The six finalists for the contest were chosen Wednesday evening by Chairman Richard Laros and the members of the queen committee.

The Judges include Dr. D. Lincoln, president of the university; Dr. C. F. Doherty, chairman of the department of military science; and Fabian O. Moore of the Air Force, and Lt. Col. Leslie F. Fiske.

Midshipman Names Queen

The queen was announced and presented with her court at 7:15 by Charles Parmenter, general chairman of the Military Service Committee.

The queen is to have the honor of riding in the parade.

From midnight until 12:30 the Military Ball will feature the Tex Beneke and Chuck Gordon Band.

The band will be under the direction of Sabre Faison.

Censure Petition

The executive council of the Student Debating Association has voted to forward a petition containing 1,000 signatures to the Senate along with similar petitions from other colleges throughout the country. The petition has already gathered 3,000 signatures from its campus.

Deferred Rushing System

Deferred rushing has brought with it a period of financial difficulties only in these transitional years hard

An old fashioned Christmas Ball will be held the University Hotel Christmas Dance to be held tonight at 11:30 p.m. in the main foyer of the hotel.

Music for the affair will be furnished by the Glenn Miller Orchestra who play at the University Hotel. A dance card may be purchased from the Texas Hotel box office.

There will also be a special cartoon showing the interpretation which the Glenn Miller Orchestra will give to the music of Beneke as well as the dance is sponsored by the five Old Time Christmas Dance and who has appeared at the room will be lit.

The Grand Mask at 1:00 a.m. by Charles Parmenter, Wharton School enrollment in which the will lead the Grand Marching Band-Leading Ambition

Another fraternity president stated that "If they last the first term, you can usually count on the freshman class, according to presidents of various fr

The first speaker was the Rev-

KOH DENT OF THE UNITED STATES would not debate the Red China

Purdy denied that the decision of the debate coach stated, "This decision was made because he was not able to hold "the Communist philos-

The judges include Dr. D. Lincoln, president of the university; Dr. C. F. Doherty, chairman of the department of military science; and Fabian O. Moore of the Air Force, and Lt. Col. Leslie F. Fiske.
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The Cultivated Art of Insult: A Highly Specialized Talent
by Richard Levinson & William Link

One of the rare pleasures still left in the world, in our opinion, is the art of insult. The pleasure, of course, is for the begetter of the insult, not the recipient. There is nothing more enjoyable, than to say something one believes to be true, in a way that makes the recipient mad. The best insult is a well-balanced one, one that keeps the listener on the defensive, and leaves him no chance to counterattack. The insult should be sharp, and yet not too sharp, so that it leaves a faint, almost bitter, aftertaste. The best insults are those that are spoken with a hint of affection, a touch of humor. A good insult should be remembered, and appreciated, for the wit and the creativity of the mind behind it.
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LEAVES OF IVY
by Franklin Brown

A penny saved... It is a well-known fact that a penny saved is a penny earned. And it is also a well-known fact that a penny saved is a penny earned.

The local police, who didn't think it was quite as bad as it was, came and took him to the hospital. The fan-loving student said that he was in the hospital because they had given him some ice cream.

The police convinced the student to leave the hospital, and they told him that he was not needed there.

The student replied, "You have to believe what the police say. They are the ones who know what is best for you."

The police officer replied, "We know what is best for you. You should have been more careful."

The student said, "I was just trying to be helpful."

The police officer said, "We don't need your help. We can handle this situation ourselves."

The student said, "I understand. I will be more careful in the future."

The police officer said, "Thank you. We appreciate your cooperation."
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AP Names All-East; 7 Opponents Picked
Seven men who played against the University of Pennsylvania football team this year were named to the Associated Press All-East eleven.

An All-East was chosen by the Associated Press and Philadelphia Inquirer. As in the East Coast Polls, the coaches were not allowed to vote. The Associated Press picked the All-East.

Chaplin, Castle Capture Final DP Football Polls
Stan Chaplin was voted back of the week and Jim Castle received the lineman honors for the Cornell game as The Daily Pennsylvanian completed its final weekly football poll. Chaplin picked up 107 yards in 19 carries against the Big Red and ran in a 38 yard run for Pennsylvania's longest gain of the day. He also played a small fumble defensive game as he copped the backfield award for the third time in the eight weeks of the poll.

Press Polls Rank Three Quaker Foes In Best 7 Teams
Final Associated Press and United Press football ratings place three Pennsylvania opponents among the eight best teams in the country. Both polls selected Navy and Army for fourth and fifth positions, respectively. Army placed seventh in the best seven teams.

Penn State and Duke also placed in the top twenty teams. The Military Times listed 15th with Michigan in the U.P. ratings and were ranked 20th in the AP poll. The Blue Devils were rated 14th in both grid ratings.

Ohio State, U.C.L.A., and Oklahoma were selected as the top three Pennsylvania opponents in both polls.

Sports Headlines Meet
There will be a compulsory meeting of all sports staff heads today at 9:45 in the Experimental Hall. All sports staff heads are required to be present prior to the meeting, if they expect to be elected to the staff.

Penn 4 Ft. Scars
our price $1.95

VARSITY SHOP (Opposite Men's Dorms)
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A STATEMENT OF THE STUDENT LAUNDRY OF THE U. P.

DECEMBER 1, 1954

As far as we are all aware the Student Laundry has always been a non-profit organization, and since the students have been patronizing us so well, We, hereby, offer now to all Pennsylvania students a 10% discount.

Liabilities:
NONE.

Capital:
The benefits the students derive from less-expensive, courteous, prompt service.

The benefits many Penn men receive in the All-American games, All-East eleven, and the Associated Press All-East and United Press All-East.

We are sure the students will continue to support the Student Laundry, in turn, we will be able to maintain increased dividends and better service.

Everyone is coming to the MILITARY BALL.

FRIDAY — DECEMBER 3 — 10:30 P.M.
BROADWOOD HOTEL
GET YOUR TICKETS NOW! — $5.50 INCLUDING SET-UPS

Ivy Statistics
Show Hynoski As Top Punter
The final Ivy League statistics reveal that Walt Hynoski led the league in punting, Jim Castle won the Associated Press All-East eleven, and the Penn student body voted Hynoski in passing.

The results will be announced in the next issue.

Squash Notices
Practice for the squash team is scheduled for 5:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. at the Student Health Center. The Head Coach will be present for all games.

Gloves for today ahead
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Track Coach Doherty Granted Leave To Accept State Department Invitation

(Continued from page 2)

Association. Doherty has worked with Harry E. Helmsley for the past two seasons, and is expected to return next year. "Modern Track and Field" which Doherty has written is in the process of being accepted by coaches throughout the world as the latest word because of its approach and techniques.

Doherty is known for his scientific approach to track (rather than subject level) and has counselled his athletes on the easiest way, as den in Doherty for 18 months.

Kirk, who Doherty terms "experienced and very capable," was the Pac-10 Conference long jump record holder of 6.33 and was named to the All-Penn Relays team. He explored the Penn Relays title for the 400 meter hurdles and went to the 1948 Olympics in London and won the silver medal in the 1948 Olympic team. Since his graduation in 1949, Kirk went to the 1948 Olympics in London and won the silver medal.}

If by producing three All-America men, Doherty will first fly to London and then to Rome where he will hold a clinic in New Delhi. The rest of the winter, Doherty will be moving from place to place and working with individuals.

The Canadian Olympic Committee's coach of the Olympic team is an assistant Doherty for 18 months.
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